All results reflect the dogs' current owners.

Ibizan  Mrs. E Klepp  (77 Ent - 39d - 38b)

Breed Winners
Best of  FC Arbeca's Jump For Joy SC CGC  (B),  M Fox/T Burke
Breed

Best of  GCHB DC Bramblewood's Synergy Of Atair SC NAJ  (D),  C Allen/J Parker
Opposite
Sex
Select  GCHS CH Alfheim's Hawaii Five O SC  K Williamson-Jensen
Dog
Select  GCH DC Harehill's Agent Provocateur SC  W Anderson/K Anderson
Bitch
Best of  FC Arbeca's Jump For Joy SC CGC  (B),  M Fox/T Burke
Winners
Winners  Alambre Napoleon Dynamite At Equiss  R Painter/K Chizmar/T Manning
Dog
Reserve  Paradise Here Comes Trouble  S Murphy/L Puskas/R Scardua
Winner
Dog
Winners  FC Arbeca's Jump For Joy SC CGC  M Fox/T Burke
Bitch
Reserve  Aliki's Wonders Never Cease  A Mirestes
Winner
Bitch


Puppy 6 - 9 Mos.
1  Redfaire Aliki The Suit Makes The Man  A Mirestes/B Reding
2  Aliki's Notanuff Spice Dreams  D Scarce/C Scarce/C Shaw

Puppy 9 - 12 Mos.
1  Bramblewood's Love Spring Direwolf  J Parker/J Schneider/J STAUDINGER

12 - 18 Mos.
1  Harehill's Crazy Little Thing Called Love  E Liebes/J Liebes
2  Harehill's Counter Intelligence  P Wilson/W Anderson

Bred By Exhibitor
1  FC L-Wynd's I Won'T Back Down  L Thorne/M Phillips
2  Aliki Notanuff's Twice The Spice  D Hames/C Shaw/A Mirestes
3  Alisian Fields Bold Teejay  A Barbour
4  T'Marras Cha Ching  P Mutchek

American Bred
1  Aliki Notanuff's Made In Wonderland  C Shaw/A Mirestes

Amateur Owner Handler
1  Arbeca's Don Alonso De Aguilar  A Weiland/T Burke

Open SC (Smooth Coat)
1 Paradise Here Comes Trouble  S Murphy/L Puskas/R Scardu
2 Harehill's Calling Dr. Love  K Moore/K Moore/W Anderson
3 Red Sky Cruzado Grande  L Capritta
4 Kamars Xx Bladerunner  D Anderson/J Anderson/K Belz

Open WC (Wire Coat)
1 Alambre Napoleon Dynamite At Equiss  R Painter/K Chizmar/T Manning
2 Madrozicas Domino Dancing  C Brauer
3 Aliki's Notanuff Wonderful Cole Shaw  M Shaw/A Mirestes/K Shaw
4 Davinci's Machfive  J Morris

Non-Reg Racing
1 DC Gryphons Mr. Tambourine Man MC  H Hamilton/J Coltrane

Bitches
Puppy 6 - 9 Mos.
1 Aliki Notanuff's Spice It Up A Notch  R Shaw/M Pierotti-Tietje/C Shaw
2 Aliki Notanuff's Dash Of Spice  S Reding/B Reding/C Shaw
3 Redfaire's Shadowcat  S Reding

12 - 18 Mos.
1 Eskarxa's Avellana  M Pierotti-Tietje/K Pierotti-Bell/L Appleby-Roy
2 Harehill's Love Potion No.9  W Anderson/N Harhold
3 Harehill's Wild Thing At Highland SC  C Durdel/D Durdel/W Anderson
4 Kamars Enchanted Phoenixxx  K Radke/K Belz

Bred By Exhibitor
1 Aliki's Wonders Never Cease  A Mirestes
2 Alisian Fields Bold Snow Zeeba  A Barbour
3 Aliki's Notanuff Spice Up Your Life  C Shaw/A Mirestes/E Shaw
4 Davinci's Canta Una Cancion  J Morris/D Morris

American Bred
1 Nahala Davinci's Ain'T Too Proud To Beg  K Catt/J Morris

Amateur Owner Handler
1 FC Arbeca's Jump For Joy SC CGC  M Fox/T Burke

Open SC (Smooth Coat)
1 Arbeca's Diminuendo In Blue  L Capritta/J Stevens/T Burke
2 Davinci & Dreamworks Glamorous  L Strait/J Morris

Open WC (Wire Coat)
1 Alfheim's Bigbangtheory At Riverrock  J Rivers/F Rivers/A McLeod/S McLeod

Non-Reg Racing
1 DC Aliki's Notanuff Cinnamon Bobka MC LCX  A Mirestes/C Shaw/E Shaw

Non-Reg Veteran, Dogs
1 GCH DC Aliki's Classic Martini RN MC LCX2  E Shaw/C Shaw
2 Gryphons Red Oak Ramses  S Reding

Non-Reg Veteran, Bitches
1 CH Bramblewood's Husn Jaddah Tiflah  C Dickerson Kauffman
Non-Reg Veteran VET 9
1 DC Unigus She's Like The Wynd SC  L Thorne/M Phillips

Best of Breed/Variety Competition
GCHB DC Bramblewood's Synergy Of Atair SC NAJ (D), C Allen/J Parker
GCHS CH Alfheim's Hawaii Five O SC (D), K Williamson-Jensen
GCH DC Harehill's Agent Provocateur SC (B), W Anderson/K Anderson

Junior Showmanship  Ms. K Campbell  (1t)
Novice Intermediate
1st Christopher Schoneman  Ibiza Hound  Best Junior Handler

4-6 Month Beginner Puppy  Ms. K Campbell  (1 Ent - 1d - 0b)
1  ALFHEIM'S ANY GIVEN WEEKEND  Kim Williamson.

Sweepstakes  -  Judy Umeck

Sweepstakes (Puppy 6-9) Dogs
1st _ REDFAIRE ALIKI THE SUIT MAKES THE MAN  Alice Mirestes & Brittany Reding
2nd _ ALIKI NOTANUFF'S TWICE THE SPICE  Owner: Donna Hames, Christy Shaw & Alice Mirestes
3rd _ ALIKI'S NOTANUFF SPICE DREAMS  Owner: Dianna Scarce & Charles Scarce & Christy Shaw.
4th _ REDFAIRE'S FIRST AVENGER  Owner: Brittany Reding, Emily Reding, Alice Mirestes.

Ibizan Hounds, Sweepstakes (Puppy 9-12) Dogs
1st _ BRAMBLEWOOD'S LOVE SPRING DIREWOLF  Owner: Judy Parker, John Schneider, Justin Staudinger

Ibizan Hounds, Sweepstakes (Puppy 12-18) Dogs
1st _ CH HAREHILL'S I'M NOT WEARING A WIRE AT ALIKI  Owner: Alice Mirestes & Wendy Anderson. Best Of Opposite Sex To Best In Sweepstakes
2nd _ HAREHILL'S CRAZY LITTLE THING CALLED  Owner: Eric Liebes and Joan Luna
3rd _ HAREHILLS COUNTER INTELLIGENCE  Owner: Pam Wilson & Wendy Anderson
4th _ PARADISE HERE COMES TROUBLE  Owner: Sarah Murphy & Lisa Puskas

Ibizan Hounds, Sweepstakes (Puppy 6-9) Bitches
1st _ ALIKI NOTANUFF'S SPICE IT UP A NOTCH  Owner: Rob Shaw, Meegan Pierotti-Tietje & Christy Shaw.
2nd _ ALIKI NOTANUFF'S DASH OF SPICE  Owner: Christy Shaw & Alice Mirestes & Erica Shaw. Best In Sweepstakes:
3rd _ ALIKI'S NOTANUFF SPICE UP YOUR LIFE  Christy Shaw, Alice Mirestes & Erica Shaw.
4th _ REDFAIRE'S SHADOWCAT  Owner: Scott A Reding.

Ibizan Hounds, Sweepstakes (Puppy 12-18) Bitches
1st _ GCH DC HAREHILL'S AGENT PROVOCATEUR MC  Owner: Wendy & Kurt Anderson
2nd _ KAMARS ENCHANTED PHOENIXXX  Owner: Karen Radke & Katie Belz
3rd _ HAREHILL'S LOVE POTION NO. 9  Owner: Wendy & Kurt Anderson
4th _ ESKARXA'S AVELLANA  Owner: Meegan Pierotti-Tietje, Laurie Roy, Kim Piero-Bell
Ibizan Hounds, Sweepstakes (Veterans 9+ years)  Bitches

1st  __ CH DAVINCI ALIKI KISS MY ICE RN  Owner: Christy Shaw and Erica Shaw.  Best In Veteran Sweepstakes